For an extensive class of locally compact semigroups S, foundation semigroups with identity element, we prove that two subalgebras of M(S) [the algebra of the bounded Radon measures on S] coincide. Namely, the algebra L(S) 9 generated by the m e M(S) + for which the orbits on the compact subsets of S are weakly compact subsets of M(S), or, equivalently, for which the translations are weakly continuous, and the algebra M e (S), generated by the m e M(S) + for which the restrictions of the orbit of m on S to the compact subsets of S are weakly compact. In case £ is a group, both these algebras consist of the bounded Radon measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to a Haar measure on SL are compact as soon as both F and K are compact subsets of the group S. An arbitrary locally compact semigroup S may fail to have this compactness property and may [and actually does] give rise to two different subsets of M(S): namely, to L(S), the collection of all m e M(S) for which F\ m \ is weakly compact (FQS, compact) It is natural to wonder about the relationship between L(S) and M e (S). In view of the inner regularity of the measures in question, it is clear that M e (S) £ L(S). As noted above, M e (S) may be strictly contained in L(S), but for an important class of semigroups we can show that these collections coincide. We shall prove the following theorem. . Then 2\ is a locally compact semigroup under the multiplication defined as follows:
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and (5.3)] L(S) is a more obvious analogue of the group algebra than M e (S): L(S) is a two sided L-ideal in M(S)
[cf. [1] , (3, 4) and [2] , (2.6)], while, in general, M e (S) is only an L-subalgebra of M(S) [cf. (2.1) and [4] , (2.6)].
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And let the multiplication on ϊ\ be extended to T by:
Then one can easily check that T is a locally compact semigroup [only the associativity needs some real verification], and that T is even a foundation semigroup. 
Apparently, aeM e (T).
However, α*(0,1) -(0,1) and
This shows that ikf e (T) is not a right ideal in Λf(Γ).
Let b be an element, isolated from T x {1, 2}. Put S: = Tx {1, 2} U (6) and let the multiplication on S be defined by sb: -bs: ~ b for all s 6 S )
(a?, l)(y, 1): -(ay, 1), (a?, 2)(y, 2): -(yx, 2)J Then S is a foundation semigroup and Λf β (S) is neither a right nor a left ideal in ΛΓ(S).
3* Preliminaries to the proof of the theorem* Before we proceed to the proof of theorem we prove a lemma that can be viewed as a tool to reduce the "underlying space" to a space satisfying the second axiom of countability [cf. (3.4) ]. For the convenience of the reader we first summarize some properties concerning the structure of a stip S and its "semigroup algebra" L(S) [cf. . PROPOSITION 3.2 [cf. [7] . (3.6) and (3.7)].
Let S be a stip. An idempotent e in S [i.e., ee -e] is said to be δ-isolatd if there exists a G δ -set G in S for which (G Π eSe)\{e} contains no idempotents. Then for each countable subset A of S and each μ 6 L(S) with compact support there exists a δ-isolated idempotent e such that
supp (μ) U A £ eSe . PROPOSITION 3.3 [cf. [1] , (3.4) , [6] , (2.6) and [7] , (3.13)].
(
1) For each μeM(S), the maps x~*x*μ (xeS) and x( x e S) from S into M(S) are weakly* continuous. Let S be a stip.
( it follows that there exists a semi-metric p with property (1). Byusing (i) and (ii), one can easily conclude that (2) holds.
To prove (3), let {F n ) neN be a sequence of compact subsets of S. Put A: = U^i F» and P: = flJU U m A. Then by (i) we have
Since E7 m A = UϊW ^«^» * s ^-compact (meN), this proves that P is a Borel set. Furthermore, by (1), (i) and (ii), we have that
Now let ε > 0 and μ 6 L(S). Then, by (3.3. 3), we have that
is an open neighborhood of G. Since G is a compact group, (2) implies that there exists a k e N such that
We may assume that
\π*\μ\(P)-π*\μ\(U k A)\<ε.
Obviously, r k+z e U k £ V, which leads to
This shows that \π*μ\(P\P) £ π*\μ\(P\P) <; 2ε, and completes the proof of (8) To prove (4), define the equivalence relation ^ on S by
x**y if and only if p(x f y) -0 (x, y eS) .
Put Z:={yeS\p(x,y)=0}, S:={ζ\beB} (xeS,BQS) and jet Σ be the quotient space S/^. Then I is a metric space and M is a compact subset of Σ. Therefore we can find a countable subset A of S such that clo (A) = # in J .
Define T: = {r w α | w 6 iV, a e A}. We shall prove that this set T has property (4). Obviously T is countable. Let W be an open neighborhood of 1 and let xeM. Since G is a compact group, GW is an open neighborhood of G and, by (2), there exists a keN such that U k x Q GWx. Furthermore we have that
Since A is dense in M it follows that B p (βS 9 1/(& + 2)) (Ί Ά Φ 0 and therefore G Wx Π T Φ 0.
4* The proof of theorem* Initially, we shall prove the theorem for a foundation semigroup S with identity element. Then we shall indicate how to prove the theorem for stips.
(A) Let S be a foundation semigroup with identity element 1 and let meL(S).
To prove that meM e (S), we may assume without loss of generality that M: = supp(m) is compact, m ^ 0 and ||m|| = 1. Take a compact subset K of S. In view of (3.3.1) , it is sufficient to show that {(m*x)\ κ \x s S] is a relatively weakly compact subset of M(S). A combination of the theorem of Eberlein and Smulian [cf. e.g., [3] , V. 6.1], (3.3.1) 
and the denseness of S in S tells us now that m 6 M e (S) as soon as ({(m*x n )\ κ \neN) has a weak limit point in M(S)
{for all sequences (x n ) neJ v in S.
Let (scJnejv be a sequence in S. By (3.2), there exists a δ-isolated idempotent e such that M I) {x % \n eN} S* eSe. Therefore, again without loss of generality, we may assume that 1 is ^-isolated. For each weiVlet V n : ={xeS\\\x*m -m\\ < 1/n}. Then (V n ) ne , is a sequence of neighborhoods of 1 [cf. (3.3. 3)] and we can apply our lemma. In the sequel, we shall use the same notations as in the lemma and its proof.
Since GQV n (neN) it follows that
and hence that (π*wι x *y n ) n eN is a norm-Cauchy sequence in M(S), and (£) ((^*w a *yj| jr ) wejv converges in norm to 0; then obviously (Sτζ*m*y n )\ κ ) %eN is a Cauchy sequence and consequently {(π*m*xJ\ κ \neN) has a weak limit point. Therefore, in view of (2), this proves (1) Furthermore, there exists a finite subset E of 2^ such that (6) \\m\uuT, -m\ VkE \\<eβ.
Since (ty n ) neN is a |0-Cauchy sequence for all teE, we can find an I e N such that
Now, by (4), we have that ||v*π*(αrt)*27n -v*π*(xi)*y m \\ < ε (n,E>l,xe U k , teE) .
Therefore, \\v*π*m\ Vk U*y n -v*π*E\ VkE *y m \\ < ε (n, m ^ I) .
Now, an application of (3), (5), and (6) This shows that (τr*m 1 *^) ?t 6iv is a Cauchy sequence in M(S) .
(β) For each n e N, let P n : = [x e S \ xy m $ GK (meN,m^ n)}. We shall show that ( 7 ) M\P £ U Pn .
For this purpose, suppose these exists an x e M\P such that xίP n for all n e N .
Then there is an open neighborhood W of x such that W Π P = 0.
Since TFx" 1 is a neighborhood of 1, (3.4.4) tells us that G(Wx~L)xΓ\ T Φ 0. Therefore, there are geG, veWx^1 and teT such that g-'t ^vxeW.
Hence g'H £Poγt(£gP = g(Π:=i U m T,) -Γlm =1 gU m T, Q ΠS^a^m-iϊ 1 ! = -P In particular, we have that ίg2\. Since xgP % (^eiV), one can find a subsequence (Onejv of (y n ) ne N such that £2 W 6 GK (neN) .
This implies that tz n = gvxz n e gvGK (neN), or in other words, (tz n Y e (gvGKY (n e N). However, this violates the fact that t $ T t ; because (gvGKY is a compact subset of the metric space Σ. Apparently, (7) holds. Now let ε > 0. Recall that m(P) = m(P) [cf. (3.4.3) ]. Hence, by (7), we can find a keN such that Since gxy n £ K for all g e G, n ^ k, x e P fc , we also have that π*m 2 \ P/c *y n (K) = 0 for all n^k .
A combination of this property with the previous one leads to
This completes the proof of (/3) and hence the proof of the theorem for foundation stips. (B) Finally, let S be a stip. Note that, to prove the theorem in this case, it is sufficient to adjust the above proof of (a). One can do this by using techniques as developed in [7] , (3.4)-(3.8) . Since the difficulties, by using these methods, are even more technical than the ones in the already presented proofs, we shall restrict ourselves to an indication of this proof.
For each x e S, let x be the map from Sx x xS into S, defined by px-x xq: = -x (px, xq): = pxq (p, qeS) .
These maps x (xeS) induce "convolution products" * x between measures veL(S) with veM(Sx) [i.e., |v|(S\A) =0 for a certain σ-compact subset A of Sx] and μeL(S) with μeM(xS) by : = \\f(v x z)dv{y)dμ{z) (/e note that the fact that S is a stip implies that \v\{S\Ax) = \μ\(S\xA) = 0 for a certain σ-compact subset A £ S [see also [7] , (3.4) ]. As in (3.3.2) Using these results and an adjusted group G, one obtain, by changing the proof of (a) in the obvious ways, that
(( i π*m ί )\ xS *y n ) nBN is a Cauchy sequence in M(S) (xed(S)) .
As is proved implicitly in §3 of [7] , there exists a sequence (x n ) neN in d(S) such that Using (3.5) of [6] , this leads to the relatively weak compactness of {π^m 1^yn \n e N).
